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Requirements for Postdocs

 Enthusiasm and high (self-)motivation

 Ability to work independently and in a team

 Experience with programming

 Experience in the fields of semiconductors and/or superconductors

 Experience with low temperature physics and techniques

 Strong CV/publication record

Spin qubits in Ge hole gases

Requirements for students

From 2005, the interest in SiGe increased significantly since spins were expected to have much longer coherence times

due to the much lower hyperfine interaction which can be also eliminated by isotopical purification [1]. In 2014, record

values of TDD
2 ~0.6sec were demonstrated for 31P electrons in isotopically engineered 28Si substrates [2]. However, one

limitation of electrons confined in Si is the difficulty to perform fast gate operations while maintaining the good coherence.

One way around this problem is to use the spin-orbit interaction of holes and tune the spin with electric fields. Using this

approach R. Maurand et al., realized very recently the first CMOS spin qubit by using a hole confined in a transistor made

out of p-type Si. Indeed, the time for a full spin rotation was much reduced τπ ≈ 6 ns but also the reported T2
ECHO ≈245 ns

[3]. Holes in Ge, have an even higher spin orbit coupling which should allow thus much faster spin manipulation times. In

addition, for purely heavy-hole (HH) states, like the states we are expecting to have in the SiGe heterostructures, the

dephasing time should be very long [4].

In this project you will work with Ge hole gases and you will address fundamental questions related to hole QDs;very little is

known so far about the spin dynamics of holes confined in Ge devices. You will work at temperatures as low as 10 mK and

magnetic fields as high as 9 Tesla. High frequency electronic transport measurements

for manipulating the spin states and dispersive read out techniques for determining

the state of quantum bits will be applied.
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